
SCENARIO ANALYSIS



CORPORATE RISK MAP

CLIMATE CHANGE MANAGEMENT POLICY

At Colombina we are committed to the management of
climate change through the reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, adaptation to climate change, based on an
environment of implementation and management in line
with national and international policies and standards.

Our science-based objective for the year 2030, in line
with Colombia's National Contribution, will be to reduce
Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 21%

¿How can we mitigate the climate 

change generated by our operations?
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Source: https://www.minambiente.gov.co/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/NDC_Libro_final_digital-1.pdf

How does climate change affect our industry?

Our primary climate-related scenario analysis is based on intended Nationally Determined Contribution (iNDC) of Colombia. 

Scenario RCP 6.0 for the period 2011-2040

Threat map due to climate change in Colombia

Prepared with data from the TCNCC, 2017.

The potential effects of the change climate are 
represented in the Threat component, which was 
evaluated based on the elements exposed 
susceptible to impact by changes in precipitation 
and temperature simulated for CPR scenario6.0 
from the 2011-2040 period.

The analysis included 38 indicators that 
represented the 6 dimensions mentioned, which 
made it possible to identify that the entire 
Colombian territory has some level of threat by 
change climate, and that 56% of the departments 
is in the category of very high threat, mainly in the 
Andean and Caribbean regions.
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Source: https://www.minambiente.gov.co/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/NDC_Libro_final_digital-1.pdf

How does climate change affect our industry?

Our primary climate-related scenario analysis is based on intended Nationally Determined Contribution (iNDC) of Colombia. 

Scenario RCP 6.0 for the period 2011-2040

Risk and vulnerability

In recent years, the country has advanced in conducting vulnerability analysis and climate change risk, not only on a national scale by units
department administration and municipalities, but also focused on system services socio-ecological such as wetlands, and in productive
sectors such as agriculture. This analysis, introduced in the Third National Communication of Climate Change (TCNCC), is based in 113
indicators, distributed in the components of Threat, Sensitivity, and Adaptive Capacity, subdivided in six dimensions: Food Security, Water
Resources, Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services, Health, Habitat Human and Infrastructure.

Additionally, from the TCNCC and the AR5 report of the Group Intergovernmental Expert on Climate Change (IPCC) for its acronym in
English), Colombia has sought to deepen the understanding of their vulnerability and risk to climate change. This has been done through
initiatives such as the analysis of vulnerability and risk to change floodplain climate of the Magdalena-Cauca macro-basin(IDEAM-TNCCC
1)4; And the analysis of vulnerability and risk to change climate carried out by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development and the
United Nations for Food and Agriculture(FAO), with the support of IDEAM.
This has allowed the construction of hazard maps, vulnerability, and risk of better quality, such as presented in the figures below (see maps
in more detail in the Annex A2).

4. Hydrological modeling under scenarios of climate change, by means of which vulnerability and risk analysis of partner systems in the light of

ecosystem services.

5. The study included 12 production chains additional to the 8 crops of the safety dimension food of the TCNCC.



How does climate change affect our industry?

Our primary climate-related scenario analysis is based on intended Nationally Determined Contribution (iNDC) of Colombia. 



Source: Food and Climate change: A review of the effects of climate change on food within the remit of the Food Standards Agency (Dr. Lain Lake, Dr. Asmaa Abdelhamid and Dr Lee Hooper).
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How does climate change affect our industry?

The factors highlighted in purple are those that may be affected by climate change



How does climate change affect our industry?

Source: Food and Climate change: A review of the effects of climate change on food within the remit of the Food Standards Agency (Dr. Lain Lake, Dr. Asmaa Abdelhamid and Dr Lee Hooper).
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New models to understand the likely effects of climate change on food prices and availability are required. What is clear is that at the moment the only 
variable that we can quantify its financial impact is the variation in the prices of raw material 

Influences upon food prices (Source DEFRA, 2008)
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